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ABSTRACT 

The jet control effectiveness of a 5O semi-angle cone has been tested at hypersonic speeds. The study has bcen 
carried out in the Cranfield hypersonic gun tunnel facility at a Mach number of 8.2, and a Re?nolds number based on 
base hameter of 3.788 x 10j. Under those conditions, the initial boundary layer in the absence of the jet was laminar. 
The jet was injected normal to the cone surface at sonic speed. Both sharp and blunted cones were used. The 
jetlllowfield interaction, including boundary-layer separation and its influence upon aerodynamic coefficients was 
determined. Pressure and force measurements were made in the incidence range of -15O to 1j0. The forces werc 
measured with a 3-component balance equipped with semi-conductor strain gauges. The flow structure was studied 
using high speed schlieren photography. Jet penetration distances have been compared with theoretical estimates. 

NOTATION 

A 
A 
Ab 
C 
CA 
Cd 
Crn 
CN 

cP 

area 
awal force 
cross section area of equivalent pcnetration model 
Chapman-Rubesin constant 
awal force coefficient 
nose drag coefficient 
pitchng moment coefficient 
normal force coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
stagnation pressure coefficient 
diameter 
interaction force 
Jet thrust 
vacuum thrust of a sonic jet 
pcnctration height 
amplification factor 
total conc length 
scparation distance 

Mach number 
pitching moment 
normal forcc 
pressure 
unit Revnolds number 
distance along the cone surfacc mcasure from jet nonle 
axial centre of pressure 
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a angle of attach (O) 

Y ratio of specific heats 
6, equivalcnt half cone angle 

6 conc semi-angle 
K ,  blunlncss parameter 

4 flow momentum flux 
@ 
X VISCOUS interaction parameter 

ray angle of sharp cone 

Subscripts 

b 
e 
J 
n 
0 

W 

1 
2 
o( 

at base 
at jet exit 
jet flow property 
nose 
total value 
wall 
condition behind a shock 
condition ahead separation 
freestream 

INTRODUCIION 

From the early 195Os, engineering interest in the flo\vlield created by sonic gaseous jet exhausting normal to a 
surface into an external flow has been the subject of experimental investigations. At about that time secondary fluid 
injection was proposed as an attractive method of controlling the flight path or attitude of a space vehicle or missile, by 
augmcntation or supplantation of the aerodynamic control forces. Such a system is very beneficial in situations where 
conventional aerodynamic surfaces cannot function properly, because either due to the low density of the medium or the 
considerable aerodynamic heating eEects. The Space Shuttle is a current esample of the application of jet control for 
orbital flight manoeuvring. Even in cases where the interaction force becomes very small. like in rarefied flows, the jet 
thrust is still available for control. 

Taylor (1954) studied first the interaction of a two-dimensional jet of air issuing from a long narrow slit set at right 
angles to the flow. Since then, a number of investigators have published work dealing with secondary flowfield 
interactions. Investigators like Orth and Lasky (1971), Zukoski and Spaid (1964), Chanvat and Allegre (1965), to 
mention a few, have done serious research in order to clarify the salient features of such interaction processes. However, 
most of them have restricted themselves to flows over flat plates, and freestream Mach numbers up to 5 or 6. While 
estensive studies have been undertaken with regard to the t e c h q u e  of thrust vectoring, limited attention has been paid 
to the hypcrsonic interaction as a means of attitude control. The complcxity of flowfields created by jets interacting 
a i th  estemal crossnow is such that the present understanding of them relies heavily on espcrimcntal data. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

1. Models 
The general geometrical characteristics of the slender cone configurations arc S ~ O W T I  in figure 1. The ratio of the 

nose to the base radius (bluntness). csprcssed as a percentage figure, was 33.445 %. The models uscd for schliercn 
obscnrations were equipped ivith a sigle jet hole. Pressure models were equipped with tappings along the jet meridian. 
The injectant gas (air) was fed at room temperature via a plenum chamber which was located directly beneath the 
noLzlc, insidc the mcdcls, sealed by an “0” ring to prevcnt jet air leakage. 

The force model’s air fccd system uscd dual injection ports located in thc horizontal axis plane of the model. This 
set-up imposcd yaw moments due to dirfcrenccs in kid pipe pressure. For the balance, the coupling betwcen the normal 
force and the pitching momcnt components to yaw momcnt components was negligible. The prcssurc fced employed 
coiled tubcs. These coils allowed movement similar to a spring and thus reduced the coupling Corm bctwwn the jet 
feed system and the model. The objcctivc was to make them as light as possiblc, and place the centre of gravity of the 
cones as ncar the sensing elements of the balance. A small momcnt arm reduces the influence of the inertial forces to 
the readings (and especially to the pitching momcnt output) and increascs the accuracy. 
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